
An artful urban break to feel the city vibes

The Hotel 

Athens Capital Hotel – MGallery Collection brings an understated
level of finesse to this cosmopolitan and vibrant city. With a
timeless and worldly elegance that blends art and business, the
hotel is located at Syntagma Square, opposite to the Parliament
House in the beating heart of Athens.

The perfect choice for a city break, its walls recount the past with art
in all its expressions. Our guests will have the opportunity to
experience this cradle of Western civilisation, stroll through
beautiful Athenian surroundings, discover the commercial centre
and explore ancient Greek history. Next to the upscale
neighbourhood of Kolonaki and amid art galleries and boutiques,
Athens Capital Hotel – MGallery Collection enjoys an unrivalled
location.

Location

Discreetly niched near Syntagma Square, a short distance from the 
airport (a 40-minute drive), a few steps from the metro station and 
only a 15-minute walk, or 5-minute metro ride, from the Acropolis.

A guest never forgets the host who 
had treated him kindly.
Homer

4, Eleftheriou Venizelou Avenue & 2, Kriezotou Street, 106 71 Syntagma Square, Athens, Greece

www.athenscapitalhotel-mgallery.com



Rooms & Suites

A total of 177 guest rooms, including 18 suites and 1 Presidential Suite with
large windows showcasing the city view. Each room is an elegant cocoon,
incorporating signature state-of-the-art MGallery amenities, such as a
built-in smart TV with satellite channels, an electronic personal safe and
high-speed Wi-Fi access. A piece from a collection created specifically for
Athens Capital Hotel by a renowned Greek painter, imbued with the light
and lines of the Cyclades, offers a unique touch of character to every room.
As a tribute to the timeless presence of Greek artists in the culture of the
world, each Athens Capital Hotel – MGallery Collection Executive Suite is
dedicated to a Greek creative visionary. Reminiscent of Melina Mercouri,
Maria Callas, Odysseus Elytis and Manos Hadjidakis, the walls recount the
past in these stunningly decorated accommodations.

Amenities and services included:
• Coffee & Tea amenities
• Bathrobe & slippers
• Luxurious linens & Pillow menu
• 24-hour in-room dining

Additional facilities and services:
Athens Capital Hotel – MGallery Collection delivers high-level, personable
service, to ensure all customers will experience unforgettable moments in
a warm and comfortable environment which evokes Greece with art and
culture at every turn.
• Swimming Pool
• Fitness Centre - fully equipped and located on the first floor
• Room Service - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• Laundry & Dry Cleaning - premium-quality, professional services

An aesthetic universe inspired 
by the essence of Greece



Inspired Meetings

For a business meeting or a social occasion, each of our three artistically appointed function spaces is equipped with the latest 
technology and adorned in the sheer elegance of pure lines and noble materials. Warm, personalised service by dedicated staff 

inspires a genuine connection and true sense of belonging in all participants.
Our creative culinary team ensures that guests enjoy the finest and most exciting catering menus, imbued

in the freshest of Mediterranean flavours. Our event rooms are named after three historic
Greek painters: Nikos Hadjikyriakos-Ghikas, Yannis Moralis and Yannis Tsarouchis.

Where your Business becomes our... Art

ΜICE Capacity
—



The Athenian gastro-connoisseur

Gastronomy & Mixology

Gastronomy and high-end service are pillars of the MGallery Hotels. Infused with a sense of L’Art de Vivre, dining at Athens 
Capital Hotel – Mgallery Collection is an experience both soulful and refined.

Main Restaurant
A gastronomic escape on the 9th floor of Athens Capital Hotel – MGallery Collection. Indulge in all-day Mediterranean

dining in a chic, creative atmosphere; here, authentic cuisine is artfully presented.
Breakfast: 06.30-11.00

Restaurant: 12.30 -23.30 (last order)

Lobby Lounge Bar
As central as it gets, this is the city’s new meeting point.

Arrange a business lunch or leisurely coffee break in upscale urban surroundings,
on the ground floor right off Kriezotou Street.

Opening Hours: 08.00-23.30 (last food order) until 01.00 for drinks

Rooftop Pool – Restaurant Bar & Lounge
Perched high above Athens on the hotel’s

10th floor with a majestic city panorama, savour creative cocktails, mocktails
and dine with in view of an intriguing work of art by George Lappas.

Opening Hours: 10.00-01.00 (last order 23.30)

*Operating Hours are subject to change

MFlavoursMappemonde

Galerie CaféMappemonde


